Dosbarth Thaw ~ Class News at
Ysgol y Ddraig
Week Ending:
Friday 30th April, 2021
This week…

As part of our Outdoor Learning, and to help reinforce our work on comparing and
ordering numbers, we used the signs </ >/ = to describe numbers as greater
than/less than and the same as each other. We used sticks to create the signs and
natural materials to help show the difference between two numbers. Afterwards, we
played some parachute games to practice our number skills - recognising odd and even
numbers, numbers 1-2 more or less than a given number, counting forwards and
backwards in 1s and 10s and numbers larger or smaller than a given number. We have
also looked for different ways of making pairs to 7, 8, 9 (Rec) and the number bonds
to 10 (Y1). Some of us used our knowledge of the number bonds to 10 to help make
the bonds to 100 ie, if we know that 4+6=10, then 40+60=100. We have continued to
practice learning to write capital letters correctly - this week focussing on H, B, K
and P whilst also consolidating lower-case letter formation for the same letters. In
our daily ‘Do Now’ activity, we have also been learning to spell some high frequency
tricky words. Last week we practised spelling /the/ /my/ and /of/. This week we are
concentrating on the words /me//some//to/ and /was/. Knowing how to spell these
words instantly will really help to develop our writing and our reading skills. We have
been finding out about weight (mass) and how to use a weighing scales to determine if
an object is heavy/heavier or light/lighter by direct comparison. We weighed a range
of objects and then had to place them in order of weight from heaviest to lightest.
Having learned the Welsh vocabulary for the different parts of the body and singing
action songs and games to help consolidate our knowledge, we labelled a diagram of
the body using our reading and writing skills. We enjoyed listening to the story of
‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ and drew a story map to show the sequence of the main
events in the story. Next, we are going to learn to tell the story aloud by following
our maps and using actions to help us remember the words.

Reminders

• Gate opening & closing times:

Morning – 8.30-8.45am
Afternoon – 2.50 – 3.05pm
Please arrive and leave promptly to help us keep
the number of people on the school site to a
minimum during busier times of the day.
• P.E. Kit – P.E days are on Tuesday and Friday
every week. All children should wear their P.E.
kit to school on these days.
•Morning Snack – Children can bring a healthy
snack to school every day or the school can
provide a piece of fruit daily for £1 per week.
(Weekly payment to be made via Parent Pay,
please.)
•Water Bottle - Please note that only
water/flavoured water is permitted in the
bottles kept in the classroom - No squash, juice
or fizzy drinks, thank you.
•Outdoor learning activities – Every Thursday
– All children need to bring a pair of wellies (or
a change of footwear) for our weekly outdoor
learning activities.

Communication
• Seesaw – We will be communicating with
you by sharing our class letter,
announcements and some Home Learning
activities on this platform throughout the
year. If you have any technical questions
or difficulties logging in/navigating the
platform you can email:
ddraigsupport5@hwbcymru.net
•Twitter – class updates are uploaded to
@ysgolyddraig. Look out for #Thaw.
• Website – www.ysgolyddraig.co.uk

If you have any queries relating to your
child’s learning or otherwise, please do
not hesitate to call in and see us. If
that’s not possible, please phone the
school or send us an email and we’ll
respond as soon as we can..
Diolch yn fawr.
Mrs Burmingham (Class Teacher) and
Mrs John (Class LSA)

